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the way I see it
Emily Ford

To badge or not to badge?
From “yes” to “never again”

S

everal years ago I embarked on an experiment with public health faculty using
digital badges to certify students’ information
literacy skills development in their courses.
Our project, Digital Badges for Creativity
and Critical Thinking, aimed to strengthen
students’ critical thinking skills in three undergraduate classes. Additionally, we viewed
badges as a way to clearly communicate to
students learning outcomes, certify the skills
they gained, and to provide students with
language to discuss and promote their skills
to future employers.
This opinion essay does not present
badging best practices or a discussion of
badging procedures.1 Rather, it presents my
personal, theoretical views as to why I will
not use badges again. Reflecting over the past
three years, I have realized that our use of
badges re-created and reinforced traditional
powers structures in the classroom. I now
view badges as a symptom of a systemic
and insidious problem in higher education:
neoliberalism.
During our project, we gathered student
responses to a pre- and post-survey regarding the badge curriculum. Additionally, one
course continued to use the badge curriculum
without the use of badges, and these students
completed the same pre- and post-survey
(excluding any mention of badges). Survey
results implied that students whose class used
badges felt that communicating their acquired
skills to others was much more important
than students who engaged in the same
curriculum without badges.2 Although this
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seems to be a positive result, it indicates that
badges reinforced box-like thinking. In other
words: did students want to communicate the
value of skills certified with badges because
we were talking about them so much? Were
students thinking critically at all, or were
they just going along for the badging ride,
believing what their professors and librarian
were telling them?
Moreover, the majority of students seemed
to miss the point that the badges curriculum
aspired to help them develop critical thinking,
rather than presenting hoops through which
they needed to jump in order to get a good
grade in their class, and to move them toward
graduation and getting a job. We thought
badges would help students aspire to our
goals, but they were more concerned with
doing everything they needed to get a good
letter grade, rather than developing critical
thinking skills.
In neoliberal views, education does not
serve to further the public good, and it
certainly isn’t a practice of freedom, as approached by feminist educator and scholar
bell hooks.3 Instead, it is part of a larger
capitalist economy in which workers serve
to further financial gains.
This problem is not isolated to badges.
Badges are part of a greater tension between
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idealistic (and potentially paternalistic) views
of education—where education transforms
and empowers students to achieve freedom
and participate in civic life—and meeting
students’ needs: getting a job, supporting a
family, or making a good grade to advance to
the next course. Badges commodify students’
skills. Students become workers whose skills
and abilities are bought and sold on the open
employment market.
This is not the only reason I remain skeptical of badges. According to hooks, “We are
not all equals in the classroom. Teachers have
more power than students. And in dominator
culture it is easy for teachers to misuse that
power.”4 Our use of badges mirrored dominator culture, which valued college graduates
merely to participate in a capitalist workforce
economy. We misused our power and reinforced a hierarchical and oppressive approach
to education. While badges were not the problem itself, they served to reinforce the greater
neoliberal tensions at play in higher education.
Too, competency or skills-based education
can serve to oppress students, keeping them
from liberatory knowledge, or from discovering the unknowable. This can also be called
esoteric knowledge, which is theoretical,
conceptual, and transcendent.5 Leesa Wheelahan argues that competency or skills-based
education can also serve to keep learners from
transcending social structures of power and
class and disempowers students.6
Learning outcomes are important for my
daily work as an educator, and competencies
are a facet of public health education accreditation. For educators there must be a balance
between learning outcomes, assessment, and
the point at which they cause harm. How can
we use and reinforce learning outcomes with
this in mind? How could we use and interrogate badges in the classroom so that students
viewed them with a critical eye rather than
steps to neoliberal “success”?
As an educator my mission has always
been to help students develop critical thinking
skills, to help liberate them into different ways
of knowing, and to provide a public good.
When I realized that my work with badges was
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antithetical to my mission, I was saddened
and dismayed. Based in my experience, my
answer to the question, “To badge or not to
badge?” is “Never again.” Not until I can do
two things: reconcile the tension between
my paternalistic aims as an educator with
students’ self-stated needs for success and use
badges in a way that allows students to gain
necessary skills as well as critically evaluate
badges within a neoliberal higher education
system at the same time. Only then will I
badge again.
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